
Issue Program Date Time Duration Description of Program/Segment
Financial

Counseling Vital Issues 11/13/201
8 11:00 AM 55 min CPA Daniel Dominguez talked of several financial benefits that tax payers will enjoy when

filing their 2018 tax returns. This was a live, call in show.

Legal Counsel Vital Issues 12/12/201
8 11:00 AM 55 min

Attorney Kevin Chavez shared valuable insights on what to do when you are in an
automobile accident and how to deal with an employer who treats an employee as a
subcontractor in order to avoid paying their Social Security tax.

Spiritual Values Family Life Today
10/25/18

to
10/31/18

6:00 PM 14 min This series of programs by Dennis Rainey and Bob Lepine expounded on how to raise kids
to have a solid faith in God.

Substance Abuse Luis Palau Responds 11/12/201
8 2:15 PM 5 min

International Evangelist Luis Palau answered a question from a nine year old girl who
wrote to him about her alcoholic father who physically abused her mom and left them for
another woman.

Healthcare Dr. Lucas
10/4/18

and
10/11/18

10:00 AM 14 min. Dr. Lucas gave an extensive overview of the causes of diabetes, how to control it, the side
effects, and the benefits of exercise and proper diet.

Healthcare Vital Issues 10/10/201
8 11:00 AM 55 min During this live talk show, Dr. Nestor Gonzalez explained the symptoms, causes and

treatment for diabetes. He also answered questions from listeners.

Healthcare Women of Hope 10/19/201
8 10:00 AM 28 min This radio magazine focused on health tips for women after they have gone through

menopause.

Healthcare Dr. Lucas
11/28/18,
12/5/18

and
12/12/18

10:00 AM 14 min.
This was a series of three programs in which Dr. Lucas explained the diseases that affect
the liver, including Hepatitis A and Hepatitis B. He reviewed the causes and treatments for
these ailments.

Family Issues Always Friends 10/24/201
8 8:45 AM 3 min Mónica López gives advice to single moms who live with their folks. She says many othe

rsingle moms do this and it gives kids more stability in their lives.

Family Issues Encounter 10/29/201
8 10:00 AM 14 min. Pastor Ernesto Pinto interviewed a man who suffered psychological abuse from his dad

and step-mom which caused much heartache. But he later found healing in Jesus Christ.

Family Issues Vital Issues 11/14/201
8 11:00 AM 55 min

Psychologist Julio Ba Gonzalez gave counsel on how men who have had an abusive
relationship with their fathers can find healing. He answered questions from listeners
during this live call in.

Family Issues Vital Issues 11/15/201
8 11:00 AM 55 min

Pastor Rick Vasquez gave counsel on how men who have had an abusive relationship with
their fathers can find healing. He answered questions from listeners during this live call in.
This was part 2 of a 2 part program.

Raising Kids Firm Ground 10/26/201
8 10:00 AM 27 min Salvador Dellutri and Esteban Larrosa shared some insights on the rising number of

children being diagnosed with Autism.

Raising Kids Insight for Living 10/8/18 to
10/31/18

8 am and
12am 27 min

Pastor Carlos Zazueta preached a series of 18 programs titled: "Raising kids: From
Survivng to Prospering." He included topics such as: self control, self esteem, resentment,
rebellion, etc.

Raising Kids Encounter 12/12/201
8 10:00 AM 14 min. Pastor Ernesto Pinto interviewed a single mom from Argentina who shared with listeners

the challenges she faces wearing both hats as a parent.
Financial

Counseling Vital Issues 10/9/2018 11:00 AM 55 min CPA Carlos Granda gave tips on how to prepare and file a personal or corporate income
tax return. Listeners called in during the show with their questions.

Legal Counsel Vital Issues 12/13/201
8 11:00 AM 55 min Immigration Attorney Sarah Monty discussed the latest on DACA, TPS, the VISA bulletin

and answered questions from listeners.



Spiritual Values The Christian Contact 11/28/201
8 9:00 AM 14 min Pastor Richard Robinson shared a series of five messages on the topic of why abortion

violates the God given right to life for the unborn child.

Spiritual Values Women of Hope 12/28/201
8 10:00 AM 28 min This radio magazine centered on the spiritual and emotional benefits of being a joyful

giver at Christmas time.

Spiritual Values Family Life Today
12/28/18

and
12/31/18

6:00 PM 14 min Dennis Rainey and Bob Lepine talked about the importance of showing grace and mercy
to kids in the home.

Substance Abuse Luis Palau Responds 11/30/201
8 2:15 PM 5 min

Luis Palau talked about why alcoholism is on the rise in all the socio economic levels. He
says it is because people are trying to fill a void in their heart; a void that only Jesus Christ
can fill.

Substance Abuse Women of Hope 11/16/201
8 10:00 AM 28 min Three women who host the program enumerated several signals that a man has suffered

abuse in the past and suggested ways they can receive help.

Education Vital Issues 12/6/2018 11:00 AM 55 min
Alpha Treviño of Alvin Community College explained the exam that helps students decide
on a course of study at the university level. She also discussed dual credit classes and
answered questions from listeners.

Education The Christian Contact
11/26/18

to
11/30/18

9:00 AM 14 min
This was a series of five programs in which Pastor Richard Robinson explained why
science textbooks often contradict the Bible. He defended the Bible and it's teaching on
issues relating to science such as the age of the earth, creation, etc.


